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Introduction
This document offers the best practices to set up high-performance installations of ABBYY© FlexiCapture© 
Distributed edition (further referred to as FlexiCapture). 

You will also find: 

ll approaches to upscale FlexiCapture, identify bottlenecks, and optimize system performance;

ll FlexiCapture performance metrics and testing methodology; 

ll applicability limits of test results.

FlexiCapture redundancy is not covered by this paper.

1 Will be available in FlexiCapture 12 release
2 Will be available in FlexiCapture 12 release

FlexiCapture Performance at a Glance
ABBYY FlexiCapture is an enterprise-ready data capture platform able to:

ll Scale up for any task using either stand-alone or cloud rental facilities.1  
For effective business resource (hardware & money) allocation. 

ll Process up to 1 mln color or 3 mln black-and-white pages in 24 hours.

ll This is more than enough for the largest paper-intensive businesses.

ll Provide high fault tolerance, availability and multitenancy2. 

ll Running a number of separate accounts (tenants) has never been safer.
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Architecture
ABBYY FlexiCapture has multi-layered client-server architecture.

The client side includes:

ll Scanning Stations and Verification Stations, 
which are applications making document  
images, feeding them to FlexiCapture, and 
verifying extracted data. These applications 
are available as:

ll local clients;

ll web clients running in a browser;

ll mobile applications. 

ll Processing Stations, which import and 
process images, perform optical character 
recognition on documents, run custom 
scripts, export captured data into the 
customer’s ERP system, and make a number 
of service operations.

ll Administration & Monitoring Web Console

ll Project Setup Station used to configure 
document and data processing settings.

The server side contains 3 levels of components:

ll Application level

ll Application Server — a web-service in Internet 
Information Services (IIS) — is the main gateway 
for the HTTP/HTTPS traffic. It verifies user 
authentication and authorization, and performs the 
FlexiCapture business logic.

ll Licensing Server is a service controlling information 
about current license and legal system performance.

ll Processing level

ll Processing Server is a service managing a pool of 
Processing Stations in distributed computing. 

ll Data storage level

ll Database is a repository of processing settings, 
personal user data, and statistics on the processed 
documents and documents in progress.

ll FileStorage is a stock of document images and data. 

Each of these components can be installed on a separate 
computer — for customizable security, reliability, and 
independent scaling. 
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Component Interaction 
Here is an example: a user is feeding up some document images to FlexiCapture via a mobile application  
or any other client (web or local). 

1. His/her client application connects over HTTP/HTTPS to the Application Server asking for user 
authentication. 

2. In the same way it sends document images — and sometimes additional information for the Application 
Server to identify what processing settings should be applied.

3. The Application Server saves these images to the FileStorage. In the Database, it creates a set of records:

ll a new document has arrived for processing; 

ll current processing stage of this document; 

ll processing settings to apply;

ll a path to images of the document stored in the FileStorage.
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4. The Processing Server regularly contacts the Application Server for new processing tasks.  
When it learns about a new document and settings to apply, it assigns a task to a free Processing Station.

 

5. The Processing Station gets more task details from the Application Server, including:

ll document images; 

ll a set of processing operations to perform;

ll processing settings to apply. 

6. Once processing is complete, the results arrive at the Application Server, where the corresponding data  
is modified in the FileStorage and the document status in the Database is updated.
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7. The processed document can be reviewed “manually” by human verifiers if: 

ll processing settings and automated checks allow this;

ll these people have certain access rights;

ll they can use a verification client — local, web or mobile — specifically installed for this task. 

This client connects to the Application Server and receives document images and extracted data  
for verification. The verified data arrive to the Application Server: it modifies the corresponding data 
in the FileStorage, and updates the document status in the Database.

8. A fully processed document goes back to its Processing Station, where images and data are converted  
into the required formats and exported to the customer’s ERP system, and the Application Server is 
notified that the job is done.

9. The Application Server marks the document as processed: 

ll it collects processing statistics for this document — for each stage it has passed through;

ll and records them in tables for generating processing reports. 

10. The processed document goes to the FileStorage and remains there until the end of the storage time 
set by the customer. The Application Server then deletes its images from the FileStorage and erases all 
records in the Database.
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Generally speaking, the FlexiCapture components interact for both document processing and service tasks 

— e.g. license checks.
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Performance Metrics
ABBYY FlexiCapture (or the System) extracts data from documents arriving in streams and that is why we 
measure performance in volumes processed per period of time.

To design the System, define the target performance using performance metrics. 

The required processing time is defined by internal procedures, service-level agreements, and business 
processes requirements of a client company. 

Processing volumes are based on previous data and business development trends, or a company’s 
business plan. Some occasional or seasonal leaps in volumes may occur because of successful advertising 
campaigns or the fiscal year-end etc.

These parameters are shaping system workload:

Average batch size in pages

Image color mode: color, grayscale, black-and-white

Pages per day (i.e. 24 hours), average/peak

Pages per hour, average/peak

Average document size in pages

Number of scanning operators

Number of verification operators

Document storage time

Average batch size

A batch stands for a set of related documents processed together. 

E.g.: A customer submits a dozen of documents for processing — all under the same request, because 
crosschecks and business logic forbid their independent processing. 

Image color mode

Document images come in all shapes and sizes as: 

ll scanned copies in color, grayscale or black-and-white;

ll photos in different resolutions; 

ll email attachments — vector PDF files, etc. 

Color grade of document images depends on:

1. The ability to control and alter input data. 

E.g.: If FlexiCapture clients are chosen for scanning, a company can set the same scanning mode (color 
grade) for all incoming documents.

2. Long-term storage requirements. 

E.g.: According to corporate regulations, all documents should be stored for 5 years as grayscale 
images only. In this case, FlexiCapture clients can convert color images to grayscale images at the 
scanning stage.

Although companies are often obliged to store incoming documents in their original formats, they are able 
to estimate what formats to expect — and provide some sample images. The big-costs scenario is when all 
document images are in color (network transmission and file storage costs).
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Pages per day & pages per hour

The average and peak performance are defined as average and peak numbers of color, grayscale or 
black-and-white pages processed in a period of time that a company finds preferable (1 hour, 24 hours etc.). 

ll Specify precise time intervals: “24 hours” is better than “1 day,” which can be misinterpreted  
as 1 workday i.e. 8-12 hours only. 

ll Make them meaningful to you — and easily see if the system performs according to your needs  
and expectations.

E.g.: A better checking point for a customer is the “1000 pages in 24 hours” estimate, not “0.01 pages 
per second”. 

We use pages instead of documents to estimate the processing volume, because documents vary 
significantly in size. At the same time, it is typically easy to guess the average size of documents of one type 
in pages. E.g. an invoice may contain 1 page or up to over 100 pages, but typically it has 3 pages on average. 

Finally, we need to come up with figures in bytes and bits per second that are commonly used to calculate 
hardware performance. To do this, we use typical sizes of A4 page of different color modes:

ll A4 black-and-white — 100 KB

ll A4 grayscale — 3 MB

ll A4 color — 10 MB

For a more precise estimate, a sample of actual documents is required.

Having typical sizes for a page of different color modes, and the average and peak numbers of pages per day 
or hour, you can estimate the average and peak input flow in bytes per second.

Number of users

Is actually a number of users accessing the system concurrently when document processing is in progress. 
There are 2 types of users:

ll Scanning operators scan, check, and edit document images, then feed them to the Application Server.

ll Verification operators verify and revise extracted data, downloading images from and sending 
corrected data to the Application Server.

Document storage time

Has a great impact on System configuration and hardware costs, because longer storage times require a 
larger FileStorage. 

The document storage time within the System is an important parameter; it should not be confused with 
the document storage time inside the organization. 

The average document storage time within the System is often the average processing time. 
Sometimes when a number of processing stages with manual operations are involved, this may be weeks. 

However, there are cases, when the average document storage time within the System is actually their 
average processing time plus the time for storing images and data at the Processed stage. This happens 
because FlexiCapture treats a document as processed after its export to the company ERP system, even if its 
processing inside the organization is still in progress, which means this document may be re-sent to any of 
the initial processing stages within the System. 

For this reason, documents with Processed status (i.e. document images and captured data) are stored 
inside FlexiCapture until:

ll they have gone through all business processes; and

ll are placed in the company archives.

NOTE: FlexiCapture is not an archiving system per se. A typical storage time for a document within the 
System is 2 weeks. 
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Scaling
FlexiCapture can process from several hundred to millions of pages per day, and support up to several 
thousands of operators. With guidelines from this paper, it is easy to estimate the System load in advance 
and select both the appropriate architecture and hardware for the servers.

The System scales up by: 

ll increasing the number of scanning clients, verification clients, and Processing Stations; 

ll increasing the power of machines for the Application, Processing, Licensing, and Database servers,  
and the FileStorage, using several machines for these roles. 

The numbers below help to assess or select a preliminary configuration of the FlexiCapture server 
component.

Number of pages processed in 24 hrs Number of 
processing 
cores

Number of 
verification 
operators

Number of 
scanning 
operatorsblack-and-white 

only
grayscale only color only

20,000 5,000 1,000 8 3 3

1 million 500,000 300,000 80 100 300

3 million 2 million 1 million 120 300 1000

Much more

Configuration

Demo

Medium

Large (Medium 10 Gb/s)

xLarge (combination of  
ABBYY FlexiCapture installations)

Bottleneck monitoring (See page 24) helps to ascertain that the hardware used is not sufficient for the 
desired performance and that it’s high time to scale up.

Demo is a typical configuration for demonstrations or pilot projects, not recommended for production-scale 
projects. All the System components are installed on a virtual machine or deployed on PC.

Machine Role Requirements

ABBYY FlexiCapture 1 computer:

4-core CPU, 2.4 GHz

8 GB RAM

HDD: • 100 GB for OS and temporary files 

           • 100 GB for Database and FileStorage

OS: Windows© 2012 or later

MS SQL Express© may be used as a database server and installed on the same machine with FlexiCapture 
servers. Instead of using separate FileStorage, files can be stored directly in the database. Operators and 
processing stations can be installed on the same machine.

NOTE: In commercial projects, the Processing Station should never be installed on a computer hosting 
FlexiCapture servers or Database server, because it hogs up all resources and server performance 
deteriorates.

Medium is a typical configuration for commercial projects, because it is scalable: each server component  
is installed on a dedicated machine.

The Application Server should be installed on a dedicated machine, because it employs a scaling-up 
approach that is different from the Database, Processing, and Licensing servers. 
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NOTE: Technically, the Application Server, Processing Server, and Licensing Server can be installed on the 
same computer. Server redundancy will be ensured, but the Application Server’s scalability will not.

ll The Application Server is a web-service in IIS; its scaling and reliability are achieved by clustering 
that uses Microsoft© Network Load Balancing technology. All cluster nodes are peers running in 
active-active mode and can be switched off at any time. 

ll The Processing Server and Licensing Server are Windows© services; their reliability is achieved  
by creating an active-passive cluster based on Microsoft© Failover Cluster technology. 

Microsoft© clearly prohibits the use of these technologies together on the same computer. 

If reliability is all you need, cluster the Application Server within IIS, which supports clustering  
by Microsoft© Failover Cluster as well. 

Licensing and Processing servers can be installed on the same machine.

We recommend installing the Database Server on a dedicated machine. It is very resource-consuming and if 
you do combine it with certain other FlexiCapture Servers, restrict its use of the CPU and RAM and locate the 
database files on a physically separate HDD, so as not to affect the performance of the neighboring server.

For small loads and better performance, you can use fast HDDs on the Application Server machine as  
a FileStorage: e.g. 15,000 RPM or faster SATA2 disks, arranged in at least RAID1 for redundancy, or RAID10  
for better performance as well. 

At later stages of the project, however, if the volume of pages to process increases, this configuration will 
likely result in a bottleneck, especially for processing grayscale or color images, and the problem is that it 
can’t be scaled up on the fly — it will require the System to go down and other HDDs to be attached.

Use external storages like NAS or SAN, to which the Application Server has read-write access at 1 Gb/s over 
LAN, SCSI, Fibre Channel, etc. This will enable a smooth scaling up of the FileStorage.

The following text contains an explanation on how to calculate the required performance of the FileStorage 
hardware.

A typical FlexiCapture network configuration in an enterprise environment:
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Machine Role Requirements

Application Server CPU: 8 physical cores, 2.4 GHz or faster

16 GB RAM

HDD: 100 GB

2 NICs, 1 Gb/s: • one to connect to LAN and 
• one to connect to the Database server

FileStorage: If SAN is used, connect it using SCSI, Fibre Channel or InfiniBand.

OS: Windows© 2012 or laterr

A web-service and the hub of all FlexiCapture communications, the Application Server is responsible for both: 
• transferring large binary bodies; and
• fast responses to small SOAP/JSON service requests.

Critical resources are:

1. Fast network interface for connecting to clients

2. Fast, stable connection to the FileStorage and Database Server

3. Multi-core CPU with high speed. 
• The higher the speed, the faster each request is handled. 
• The more physical cores there are, the more requests that are handled at the same time. 

To make the most out of the CPU, for the FlexiCapture Web Services Application pool, take twice as many IIS 
Worker Processes, as the number of physical cores. E.g. 16 IIS Worker Processes for an 8-core processor. 

4. Sufficient RAM, at least 2 GB per 1 physical core.

If any of these resources causes a bottleneck, scale-up the Application Server:
• via Microsoft© Network Load Balancing technology — it clusters multiple computers with the 

Application Server role. See detailed instructions in FlexiCapture System Administrator’s Guide.
• on a hardware level by connecting a different range of clients to different machines with the Application 

Server role. E.g. you can use one machine to serve all automatic processing, and another to expose it 
to external clients.

In any case, all machines with the Application Server role should be equally connected to the same Database 
and FileStorage. 

Processing Server, 
Licensing Server

4-core CPU, 2.4 GHz or faster

8 GB RAM

HDD: 100 GB

NIC 1 GB/s for connecting to LAN

OS: Windows© 2012 or later

A stable network connection is essential for the servers as, otherwise, document processing will stop.  
To ensure redundancy, use Microsoft© Failover Cluster. 

See detailed instructions in FlexiCapture System Administrator’s Guide.

The Licensing Server handles copies of licenses for all concurrent clients in its memory. Focus on this if you 
are going to use a large number of scanning and verification operators simultaneously. The Licensing Server  
is a 32-bit Windows© service, so it can’t occupy more than 2GB of RAM (Note: in FlexiCapture 12 it is already  
a 64-bit process). According to tests, 2GB of RAM is enough to handle licenses for 1000 clients. Consider 
using more than one Licensing Server to serve more concurrent clients simultaneously. 
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Database Server For MS SQL 
Server©:

Database: MS SQL Server© 2014 or higher, Standard or 
Enterprise Edition

Hardware: CPU: 8 physical cores, 3.4 GHz or faster 
 16 GB RAM or more 
 HDD: 400 GB 
 OS: Windows© 2012 or later

For Oracle©: Database: Oracle 12c Enterprise Edition

Hardware: Oracle Exadata Database Machine X2-2, Quarter 
Rack

ABBYY FlexiCapture supports MS SQL Server© and Oracle installed on any platform. Both Database servers 
keep their own records on optimal settings, scaling, and fault tolerance. 
Recommended for the MS SQL Server©:
• More RAM if possible on the Database Server machine to host the greater part of the database files in 

RAM and to access it faster;
• Fast HDD for quick access to the Database part hosted on the disk;
• Avoiding the Database modes with transaction delays (Mirroring, etc.);
• Choosing Simple as a database Recovery Model; 
• The Database and its log are stored on separate disks;
• Regular index updates for frequently changing tables (Document, Page, Batch, Task, and EventLog). Failing 

this, the size of an index may become larger than the size of the data in the table.

FileStorage NAS or SAN,  
connected via LAN, SCSI, Fibre Channel, or InfiniBand 
Read-write speed: 100 MB/s*  
Capacity: 5 TB*

*Read-write and capacity requirements greatly depend on these 2 factors:

5. Average and peak pages processed per day (i.e. 24 hours) and per hour, and their color mode. As 
mentioned in the Performance Metrics section, we can estimate input flow in bytes per second if we take 
some typical file sizes for pages scanned in color, grayscale, and black-and-white. 

Images make up the majority of data transferred within the System. By analyzing the processing 
workflow, let’s define the 2 values: 
• the number R of stages where images of pages are downloaded from the Application Server;
• the number W of stages where images of pages are uploaded to the Application Server. 

The read-write speed requirements can be calculated as follows: 
• Required write speed = W x input flow in bytes per second.
• Required read speed = R x input flow in bytes per second.

Example. A customer needs to process 10,000 grayscale pages per hour. The processing workflow 
includes 3 stages. 

1. A Processing Station downloads images from a hot folder, pre-recognizes and uploads them to the 
Application Server (W=1, R=0). 

2. Another Processing Station retrieves these images from the Application Server, performs recognition 
and the OCR results arrive at the Application Server (W=1, R=1). 

3. A verification operator downloads images and recognized data for checking and sends the verified 
data (W=1, R=2) back to the Server. 

4. Finally, a Processing Station downloads images and verified data, to send them to the customer’s 
back-end system (W=1, R=3).

Assuming that the file size of average A4 grayscale scan is 3 MB, we have the following calculations:

Input flow = 10,000 grayscale page images/hour = 2.8 grayscale images/s = 8.4 MB/s.

Required write speed = 1 x 8.4 MB/s = 8.4 MB/s.
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Required read speed = 3 x 8.4 MB/s = 25.2 MB/s.

To benchmark the performance of the hard disk you may use a CrystalDiskMark 2.2 tool, distributed 
under MIT license.

6. The amount of time that documents are stored in the System. 

Example. A customer needs to process 100,000 grayscale images in 24 hours. Under the Service-Level 
Agreement, processing time is 2 days per document. Processed documents are stored for 2 weeks 
because of the additional checks in the customer’s ERP system; in the event of any discrepancies, 
documents are edited in FlexiCapture and uploaded to the ERP system again. 

Thus, images are to be stored for 2+14 = 16 days, and the System will accumulate 16 x 100,000 grayscale 
images x 3 MB (average file size for A4 grayscale image) = 4.8 TB of data.

NOTE: We strongly recommend using a fault-tolerant storage technology, e.g. RAID 10.  
Search indexing and anti-virus scanning of FileStorage contents may cause a decrease in 
performance or block access to files, which are processed in the System itself.

Large configuration is required when you deal with a significant volume (more than 300,000) of color pages. 
We declare its range is up to 3 million black-and-white pages or up to 1 million color pages in 24 hours. 

All that is mentioned above about the Medium configuration remains valid for the Large configuration.  
The difference here is that you have to follow all optimization recommendations and pay special attention  
to each part of the system — to calculate the load and to choose hardware that is sufficiently powerful, yet 
not too expensive. Among other things, test the Internet connection and the backend connector to ensure 
they can operate at the desired performance level. 

From the very beginning, consider using a 10 Gb/s network and a powerful FileStorage. Possible network 
architecture for the Large configuration is sshown below.

 

Instead of providing typical system requirements for Large configurations, we recommend looking at the 
configurations that were tested, and their performance, as provided in this document (See page 30).

To achieve even better performance, combine several independent FlexiCapture installations under one 
Administration and Monitoring point — referred to as the xLarge configuration — which is beyond the scope 
of this document. 

http://crystalmark.info/software/CrystalDiskMark/index-e.html 
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Processing Stations
Processing Stations handle automated processing tasks, converting images to other formats, performing 
OCR (recognition), running user scripts etc. All of them are connected to the Processing Server that keeps 
track of their availability to assign tasks for parallel processing; one Station per computer.

To scale the System up, you need to:

ll Tune up the performance of each processing station to perform processing faster;

ll Add more processing stations until you achieve the desired performance level.

How to tune up the performance of a Processing Station

A Processing Station is a Windows© service application. To process a task, a Station: 

ll connects to the Processing Server, to get identifiers of tasks to process 

ll connects to the Application Server via HTTP/HTTPS and downloads images, document data, and 
processing settings 

ll initiates several executive processes to carry out processing tasks 

ll uploads the results to either the Application Server or to a backend system (e.g. ERP system or DMS). 

These processes intensively use the hard disk to save intermediate processing data to a temporary folder.

The hardware used for Processing Stations has a considerable impact on FlexiCapture performance.
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Machine Role Requirements

Processing Station CPU: 8 physical cores with Hyper-Threading, 2.4 GHz or higher

16 GB RAM

HDD: 150 GB

NIC: 1 GB/s

OS: Windows© 2012 or later

A Station launches 1 executive process per each CPU core, so more CPU cores allows for the processing more 
tasks simultaneously. For better CPU performance use Hyper-Threading where technically possible. 

NOTE: Using more than 16 logical CPU cores is a bad choice: multiple executive processes will compete  
for the hard disk time and CPU cache memory. 

At least 1 GB of RAM per logical core is sufficient for processing.

The processing speed greatly depends on the CPU frequency and the hard disk read-write speed. It is 
recommended to setup a fast hard drive for a Processing Station, or to combine several hard drives to RAID0 
to achieve greater speed of access in executive processes to temporary folders.

If the amount of available RAM is greater than the recommended 1 GB per logical core, it is recommended to 
create a virtual hard disk in RAM and place a temporary folder for executive processes there — this may result 
in up to a 30% boost of processing speed. 

NOTE: How to estimate the size of a temporary folder for executive processes.

The maximum hard disk space required for a temporary folder is actually the total size of document 
images in a typical batch, in MB, multiplied by the number of executive processes, which by default is the 
number of logical CPU cores.

Example. Let’s calculate the maximum size of a temporary folder in a setup where grayscale images are 
processed in 100-page batches on an 8-core Station with Hyper-Threading enabled. 

The size of a batch in MB = 100 pages x 3 MB, of which the typical size of a grayscale page in MB = 300 MB.

8-core computer with Hyper-Threading enabled provides 16 logical cores, hence the Processing station will run 
16 simultaneous executive processes. 

Thus, the required space for the temporary folder is 300 MB x 16 executive processes = 4.8 GB.

If the temporary folder is hosted in RAM, then the required RAM size is: 

1 GB per each logical core, as required for processing x 16 executive processes + 4.8 GB for temporary folder 
= about 21 GB of RAM. 

There is no need to provide redundancy for the hard drives of the Processing Station. In case of failure, only 
the results of current processing will be lost, the images will be forwarded to another Processing Station and 
processed there — surely, for this you need to have at least 2 Processing Stations in the System.

How to calculate the number of Processing Stations
To make the most of computing resources, each Station runs multiple processing threads at the same time; 
the more CPU cores there are available, the more parallel threads are processed. Since the number of CPU 
cores varies from computer to computer, it makes sense to count the total number of processing CPU 
cores in the FlexiCapture System.

If there are no bottlenecks in the System, each new processing core makes an equal contribution to the 
performance of the entire System. Hence, you need to estimate the contribution of one core and then 
estimate how many cores you need to achieve target performance. 

The number of pages a processing core is able to process during a period of time depends greatly on 
processing workflow (e.g. number of stages), processing settings (image enhancement operation, recognition 
mode, export settings), custom stage implementation (custom engines and script rules, accessing external 
resources), and on hardware. When you have no idea about any of these details, but already need some 
estimation, you can use the following graph as a baseline. Most likely, however, you will get other results  
in your project.
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To estimate the required number of processing cores, you may do as follows:

1. Configure your project workflow, take the Processing Station that is the closest in terms of 
hardware parameters to what is going to be used in production, and create a typical batch 
of images.

2. We are going to measure how long it takes to process one batch for one core. 

It is not enough to process one batch only once, because FlexiCapture may distribute the 
processing between all available cores, and it will take less time to process one batch 
during tests, while during real production other cores will be occupied, processing other 
batches. 

To come up with a reliable estimation, we recommend creating create several copies of 
the typical batch — at least the same number as the number of cores, but it is better 
to multiply it by N (which is at least 3) to minimize the error of measurement, and place 
them all into processing simultaneously. The time required to process one batch per core 
is then the total processing time divided by N. This estimation takes into account the 
possible competition between processing cores over shared resources of the Processing 
Station. 

Example. We have an 8-core Processing Station with Hyper-Treading enabled, which 
gives us 16 logical cores and executive processes at this Station. We need to create 
at least 16 copies of a typical batch, but we had better create 16 x 3 = 48 copies to 
minimize the measurement error. We put all batches in the FlexiCapture hotfolder, 
start the timer at the first import task created and stop it after the last result has been 
exported to the backend — it will show 15 minutes. This time each core has to process 3 
batches, hence the time to process 1 batch is about 5 minutes. Our batch has 69 pages, 
and we can say it takes 4.35 seconds to process 1 page.

3. Once we know the desired performance in pages per hour or day, we can come up with an 
estimation of the desired number of cores.

Assume you need to process P pages in T time. We already know from the above that  
1 core needs t time to process 1 page. Hence, you need N = (P x t ) / T cores.

Example. A customer needs to process 200,000 pages in 8 hours, which is 28,800 
seconds. As we know from the above, 1 core takes 4.35 seconds to process 1 page. 
Hence, we need (200,000 x 4.35) / 28,800 = 31 cores. Thus, 2 Processing Stations 
with 8 cores and Hyper-Threading enabled (32 logical cores in total) will be sufficient  
for automatic processing.

The dependence of performance 
on the number of processing 
cores.

Configuration
The “SingleEntryPoint” Demo 
project: unattended processing, 
export to PDF files.

For black&white pages:
8 core processing stations, 
2.4GHz, 8GB RAM, usual SATA2 
HDD 7500 RPM, 1 Gb/s NIC

For color pages:
12 core processing stations, 
2.7GHz, 36GB RAM, Virtual Drive 
with read/write 900/700MB/s,  
2 Gb/s NIC
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There are 2 limiting factors as regards the number of processing cores in the System:

1. The total load on the infrastructure that may result in bottlenecks:

ll on the FlexiCapture server hardware;

ll on the network; or 

ll on external shared resources (like databases, external services, etc.) that are requested from custom 
processing scripts. 

A bottleneck will result in performance saturation — adding a new processing core will have a negative 
or simply no effect on the total performance. This document describes how to design the System to avoid 
bottlenecks (see above) and how to monitor the hardware and infrastructure for bottlenecks. 

Still, even if there are no clearly detected bottlenecks, the competition between processing cores over shared 
resources grows when new cores are added to the System. If you are going to utilize more than 50% of the 
network’s or FileStorage’s read/write capacity (according to calculations in this document), then add 20%  
to the processing time of each page in the above examples — that will actually result in a need for 20% more 
processing cores in the System.

Use caching for processing cores to access external resources faster — e.g., instead of connecting directly  
to the database, connect it to the FlexiCapture Data Set and then request the Data Set from the scripts.

2. The number of processing cores that can be served by the Processing Server. This number depends on 
the average time a core needs to perform a task. The average time depends greatly on bath size in pages 
and implemented customization. Usually, if you have around 10 pages in a batch, the Processing Server is 
able to serve 120 processing cores. However, if you create a large number of custom stages with very fast 
scripts, or are going to process one page per batch, you will significantly decrease the average task time, 
which may result in a slight decrease of the maximum number of processing cores. 

NOTE: To detect this problem, you need to monitor the Free Processing Cores counter on the Processing 
Server. If you see that, despite this, you have a queue of documents to process, the number of 
occupied cores has reached saturation at some point and almost never goes higher, you have 
achieved the described effect. To cure this:

ll process the entire batch without splitting it to little tasks, where possible (see the Stage 
Properties in the Workflow settings dialog),

ll process pages by bigger portions: increase the average number of pages per batch,

ll merge several custom stages into one, or bring the customization to a standard stage,  
e.g. by adding it to a routing event in that stage’s script.

Scanning Stations

ABBYY FlexiCapture supports importing images from a personal scanner (through a thin or local rich client), 
or a network scanner (images go to a folder or e-mail inbox), or from a mobile app. Each scanning client’s 
performance is limited by scanner speed and data transfer bandwidth.

The total number of scanning clients is not as important for performance as the total input flow — the 
average and peak number of pages processed per hour or per 24 hours, and the size of each page, 
dependent on its color mode. The peak input flow should not exceed the System’s capabilities. 

Traffic from all Scanning Stations, Verification Stations, and Processing Stations passes through the same 
channel at the Application Server’s gateway. 

When traffic from Scanning Stations takes up half of the channel’s bandwidth or more, or exhibits large 
spikes, allocate a separate network interface on the Application Server to scanning clients. This helps to 
avoid situations where traffic spikes cause delays on Verification Stations and Processing Stations. 

If the Application Server is deployed on a cluster of several computers, traffic can be split among them by 
either: 

ll using NLB affinity settings for the cluster (the software level);

ll routing network connections to specific cluster nodes (the hardware level).
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Scanning Stations support:

ll Automatic resumption of image uploads to the Application Server after the network connection failed. 
This helps mitigate traffic spikes from Scanning Stations.

ll Centralized setting scanning, image enhancement and export to the Applications Server options — for 
example, you may define the color mode of scanned images, detect and delete all unnecessary empty 
pages, produced by duplex scanning, to reduce the input flow to the Application Server.

ll Scheduling of image uploads to the Application Server to balance network loads (e.g. by assigning 
different upload times to different regional offices).

Verification Stations

The automatically processed documents can be verified manually, if needed. For this reason, ABBYY 
FlexiCapture provides rich and thin verification clients.

Verification is a slow and expensive process. ABBYY FlexiCapture provides a functionality of automatic 
validation rules that can validate documents automatically, meaning that manual verification can be skipped.

Another way to reduce the amount of verification work is to clarify with the customer precisely which 
document fields have to be extracted with 100% quality — sometimes this is not all fields of the document 
and this also allows verification to focus only on documents with problems in these fields.

To calculate the number of verification operators, you need to understand the number of documents to be 
processed, how many of them require verification, the period of time to process the document according to 
the Service Level Agreement, and the average time needed to verify one document.

Verifiers also generate a workload on the System. A Verification Station interacts with the Application Server 
in a similar way to a Processing Station: it requests tasks and downloads images and document data from 
the Application Server, and sends modified data back. 

ll The processing speed of Verification Stations is much slower because manual verification usually takes  
a lot more time than automatic processing on a Processing Station. 

Scanning and Verification 
Clients use an independent 
connection to the Application 
Server.
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ll Verification operators do not always need to see document images in their original quality.  
The FlexiCapture settings enable the compression to be changed (which is 60% by default) for images 
downloaded by operators from the Application Server. 

Thus, we assume that a verifier working at the top of its capacity generates up to 1/3 of the load created  
by one processing core of a Processing Station. 

You may use this assumption to interpret the results of testing, conducted without verifiers, using only 
unattended processing: if you see stable functioning of the system with, say, 100 processing cores, that 
means that you can safely replace a number of them with a number of verification operators working 
simultaneously, multiplied by 3.

Example. A customer needs to process 100,000 documents in 8 working hours.

As initially assumed, only 30% of documents will require manual verification, and verification of each 
document takes up to 2 minutes. Hence, up to 125 verifiers will be required.

Each document has about 3 pages on average. You can create a test batch from typical documents and test 
the System before going live in unattended processing mode. Let’s say the system is stable and you do not 
see any bottlenecks using 100 processing cores, while 60 processing cores is already enough to process the 
desired quantity of 300,000 pages in 8 hours. Hence, the System will easily cope with 125 verifiers over 60 
processing cores (as the upper bound estimation for 125 verifiers is 42 cores). 

Workflow

Workflow configuration has a significant impact on System performance and the load on the hardware. 
Consideration above is given to the load, produced by the default workflow that contains Pre-processing, 
Recognition, Verification, and Export stages. 

To fit the requirements of specific projects, you can add more processing stages, reorder them and setup 
sophisticated routing rules. You need to keep in mind the following:

1. Avoid too many stages

Each stage increases the volume of resources required — download the data to be processed, get 
someone to perform processing and return the processing results back to the server — and, hence,  
the total project cost. 

For example, if you are going to add a new custom stage for an automatic script, consider the possibility 
of executing this script using rules, or predefined events, or of combining it with another existing stage.

2. The slowest stage limits the performance

Typically, the slowest stages are those that require manual work. It is less obvious that even in 
unattended processing bottlenecks may appear, caused by non-optimal custom scripts or slow access  
to non-cached external resources.

Observe queues at stages along the workflow using the Administration and Monitoring Console to identify 
the slowest stage. Consider the possibility to speed up the stage or at least to parallelize the processing 
using the “Documents per Task” option in stage properties.

3. Do not produce tasks that are too small when parallelizing processing at a stage

When you parallelize processing at a stage, avoid splitting the processing into too many pieces; handling 
each piece will require additional work from the System. In particular, a huge number of very small 
automatic tasks may slow down the Processing Server that distributes each task between executors.

If you need to speed up a stage by just a factor of two and you have typically 10 documents in a batch, 
it is already sufficient to create a task for 2 sets of 5 documents each instead of one task for the entire 
batch as by default. However, try to avoid creating one task per document, when you actually do not  
need this. 

Please also remember that creating a task that is smaller than a batch limits the executor’s agility: if a 
verifier in some scenarios may work with each document independently, then for automatic document 
assembly it is critical to have all the pages of one batch as one task. 
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Optimal Values of and Limitations  
on the System Performance

Influencing factors Optimal values & limitations Comments

System performance in 
pages per 24 hours

FlexiCapture is able to process:
• up to 20,000 black-and-white or up  

to 1000 color pages per 24 hours on  
a typical personal computer;

• up to 1 mln black-and-white or up 
to 300,000 pages per 24 hours, 
using a farm of regular computers 
(Medium) configured according to the 
requirements from this document;

• up to 3 mln black-and-white or up 
to 1 mln color pages per 24 hours, 
using the enterprise production level 
hardware (Large), as shown in the 
performance testing results below this 
document.

—

Number of scanning 
operators

FlexiCapture is able to host 1000 
scanning operators.

This value is mostly limited by the 
amount of traffic produced on peaks and 
on average — see the special section 
(page 19) in this document.

Number of verification 
operators

FlexiCapture is able to host 300 
verification operators.

We assume that the load on the System 
produced by 3 verification operators 
equals the load of one core on a 
Processing Station. This knowledge may 
be used to predict the permitted number 
of verifiers based on the unattended 
processing testing. See the special 
section (page 20) in the document.

Number of processing 
stations

We used up to 120 cores in total for all 
Processing Stations.

This depends greatly on the power of 
the Application Servers and on how 
long it takes to process one task at a 
Processing Station.

See the special section (page 16) in 
the document.

Number of cores per 
Processing Station

With regular disk drive (SATA2 7 500 
rpm): up to 8 logical cores.

With fast disk drive (SAS 15 000 rpm):  
up to 16 logical cores.

With RAM drive: up to 32 logical cores.
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Number of pages in a 
batch

Optimal value is from 10 to 1000 pages 
in a batch.

Small batches (3 pages or fewer) cause 
too much processing overhead per page, 
so the total performance in pages in 
24 hours goes down. In particular, the 
Processing Server’s maximum number 
of cores may go down because of the 
tasks are too small.

Very large batches (2000 pages and 
more) provide too big a load on the 
Application Server and Database when 
routing from stage to stage. They can 
also face timeout and maximum request 
size limitations in the network and 
underlying software settings. 

Number of pages in a 
document

Optimal value is up to 100 pages in a 
document

Large documents can cause slowness in 
operators’ work: it takes a long time to 
load all images of pages and calculate 
rules that use a large number of fields, 
e.g. large multipage tables. 

Number of pages, 
documents, and batches 
in the system

This highly depends on hardware used. 
For a Large configuration, up to 100,000 
batches, or 1 mln documents, or 10 mln 
pages is normal.

A very large number of pages, 
documents, and batches in the System 
may lead to the Database Server acting 
on queries more slowly. We recommend 
then using more powerful hardware for 
the Database Server and periodically 
rebuilding indexes for tables.

Data storage time FlexiCapture stores:
• pages, documents, and batches, that 

are being or have been processed;
• event log records about processing;
• statistics about processing for 

reporting.

Typically, pages, document, batches 
and event log records are stored in the 
System for up to 2 weeks.

Statistics for reporting can be stored for 
years with no impact on performance.

We recommend deleting pages, 
documents, batches, and the associated 
event log records soon after processing 
— the sooner, the better. Storing 
processed batches for a long time in the 
System will lead to their accumulation 
there, which may slow down the 
Database.
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System Monitoring and Bottleneck Detection
System monitoring includes:

ll Document processing monitoring via the Administration and Monitoring Console;

ll Hardware monitoring for each FlexiCapture server component using various Windows© Performance 
Monitor counters. 

You can perform hardware monitoring of the entire System using the free Web Performance Monitor 
application (http://www.iis.net/downloads/community/2007/01/web-performance-monitor), the more 
powerful Microsoft© System Center Operations Manager, or similar tools. 

These are key parameters to keep track of on every computer, no matter its role inside FlexiCapture:

NOTE: The shortage of just one resource may lead to an overload on any component, e.g. a shortage of RAM 
may lead to a very intensive use of the hard drive. This is why the order you investigate parameters to 
find a bottleneck matters. Please follow the pattern as in the table.

Memory When the Memory\Available Bytes counter (the memory not occupied by running processes 
and a hard disk cache) is constantly low, while the Memory\Pages/sec counter (the number 
of memory pages requested from the hard drive or uploaded to the hard drive to release more 
RAM) is constantly changing, it is likely that the computer has insufficient RAM.

The Process(<All instances>)\Working Set counters show the number of memory pages 
allocated to each process. 

• Each process may withhold a large amount of memory and the total available memory may 
be low — but this does not mean a memory shortage in the System. 

• However, if you see that several processes enlarge their working sets and some others 
slightly shrink them, the available amount of memory is low and the pages/sec counter 
constantly spikes, this is likely to be a RAM bottleneck.

NOTE: 32-bit processes can’t allocate more than 2GB of RAM even if there is a lot of 
available RAM in the System.

For details, see https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc938577.aspx.

CPU When the Processor(_Total)\% Processor Time counter (the percentage of time the 
processor is busy) shows more than 80% for significant periods of time, and 

the System\Processor Queue Length (the number of threads in the CPU queue) counter 
exceeds double the number of CPUs, then the CPU is most likely causing a bottleneck.

For details, see https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc938609.aspx. 

The Process(<All instances>)\% Processor Time counter will help determine which 
processes are “eating up” the CPU time. 

Hard disk When checking the hard disk, make sure the System has enough RAM (see the Memory 
column above).

The LogicalDisk(<All instances>)\Free Megabytes counter shows the free space on a 
logical disk. If the free space is not enough, System performance will drop significantly.

When the PhysicalDisk(<All instances>)\% Disk Time counter (the percentage of time 
the disk spends on processing read-and-write requests) shows more than 90%, and the 
PhysicalDisk(<All instances>)\Avg. Disk Queue Length counter (the average number of 
requests in the queue and in progress during the monitoring period) constantly shows more 
than 2 per hard drive thread, then the hard disk probably causing a bottleneck.

For details, see https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc940380.aspx.

http://www.iis.net/downloads/community/2007/01/web-performance-monitor
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc938577.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc938609.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc940380.aspx
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Network When the Network Interface(<All instances>)\Output Queue Length counter (the number 
of outgoing network packets in a queue) constantly shows more than 2, the network adapter 
is most likely waiting for the connection, delaying requests from the server. 

When the Network Interface(<All instances>)\Packets Outbound Discarded counter 
is constantly growing, the channel is so overloaded that the buffer of the network adapter 
cannot handle all of the outgoing requests.

When the Network Interface(<All instances>)\Bytes Total/sec counter (the amount of 
information passing through the NIC) makes 65% (or more) of the Network Interface(<All 
instances>)\Current Bandwidth (the available NIC bandwidth), use a channel with a higher 
bandwidth, or segment the network to minimize conflicts in the channel.

Machine Role Counters to watch

Application Server The Application Server is a web service on IIS served by w3wp.exe processes.  
The CPU time and amount of memory used by instances of these processes should 
be supervised. The data connection network (DCN) load on a computer with the 
Application Server is worthy of special attention.

Use these counters to keep track of IIS loads:
• Web Service(Default Web Site)\Bytes Received/sec;
• Web Service(Default Web Site)\Bytes Sent/sec.

When they display more than 65% of the available DCN bandwidth, use any of these 
solutions: 
• increase the bandwidth; 
• segment the network; 
• add more computers running IIS, and balance the loads.

When the value of the 

\W3SVC_W3WP(_Total)\Active Threads Count counter (the number of threads 
servicing requests) reaches the value of the

W3SVC_W3WP(_Total)\Maximum Threads Count counter (the maximum number 
of threads available for servicing), the IIS is heavily overloaded.

Use these counters to keep track of current activity spikes with comparison to 
previous activities:
• W3SVC_W3WP(_Total)\Active Requests (the number of active requests);
• W3SVC_W3WP(_Total)\Requests/sec (the request processing rate);
• Web Service(Default Web Site)\Current Connections (the number of active 

connections between clients and the web service).

Use counters on the Application Server and Processing Stations to estimate the 
response time of the Processing Server: 

FlexiCapture(All instances)\ASCT Latency — Application Server Communication 
Thread Latency (in milliseconds).

The ideal value is close to 0; 1 second is the norm. At values exceeding 30 seconds, 
the Processing Server stops picking up new processing tasks. This means either 
the Application Server or Database Server is overloaded.
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Processing Server The Processing Server is a Windows© service — the FlexiBrSvc.exe process.

FlexiCapture(Processing Server)\Primary Thread Latency indicates the time 
it takes the Processing Server to respond to its clients — the Processing Server 
Monitor and the Processing Stations (in milliseconds). 

The ideal value is close to 0. Values over 10 seconds indicate serious problems: 
either excessive loads on the Processing Server computer or faulty connection with 
one or more Processing Stations.

FlexiCapture(Processing Server)\Cores Count indicates the total number  
of processing CPU cores on all Processing Stations in the Started state.

FlexiCapture(Processing Server)\Free Cores indicates the total number of 
available processing CPU cores that are not processing anything. This counter helps 
determine whether there are enough processing CPU cores in ABBYY FlexiCapture.

Some cores are always free while there is a queue at automatic processing stages. 
This may happen because:
• Some processing stations are configured to process a dedicated type of tasks 

and when they are free, there is insufficient processing power for other types  
of tasks;

• The Processing Server experiences a bottleneck -
• Check for a shortage of RAM, CPU, hard drive or network resources on the 

Processing Server machine,
• Enlarge the size of the task, as processing cores process tasks too quickly 

and the Processing Server fails to distribute tasks between them (see more 
details 21).

FlexiCapture(Processing Server)\Pending Tasks indicates the number of tasks 
requested from the Application Server but not assigned to any of the Processing 
Stations. Such tasks appear in the Processing Server Monitor with the Pending 
status. 

NOTE: The whole queue of tasks waiting for processing can be viewed only at the 
Monitoring & Administration Console.

Its value should not exceed double the number of available cores (Cores 
Count). If the number of pending tasks is constantly growing, this means either 
particular processing options on some Stations are disabled, or there are some 
communication errors between the Station and the Server: the latter considers 
some stations to be live but is not able to deliver a task to them

Licensing Server The Licensing Server is a Windows© service — the LincensingService.exe process.

You may use the COM object of the Licensing Server to monitor statuses of 
licenses, but in most cases there is no useful data there for System performance.

Keep an eye on memory consumption — it may grow with a number of concurrent 
clients in the System. The LincensingService.exe process is a 32-bit (64-bit in 
FlexiCapture 12) application which can’t allocate more than 2GB of RAM. Consider 
adding more Licensing Servers to the System when memory consumption is high 
and you need more clients.

Database Server In addition to the standard System monitoring counters (see above), you can 
also use counters that show data on a specific database. For details, see the 
documentation for the Database Server.

FileStorage For the hard disk as a FileStorage use the standard System monitoring counters 
(see above). If you are using a SAN or NAS, see your hardware documentation for 
details.

Processing Stations Use standard System counters to monitor Processing Stations.
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Performance testing
Essential testing setup

By gradually sending identical batches of images to the Application Server, Automated Scanning Stations 
help generate a specific workload. 

 Input images are processed automatically by the System: 

Import from a Scanning Station -> Pre-processing -> Recognition -> Export -> Processed stage.

The SingleEntryPoint shipped with ABBYY FlexiCapture is used for performance testing as standard. 

It contains 5 document definitions: 4 flexible ones (Letters, Contracts, Prices, Invoices) and 1 fixed (Banking), 
which includes 3 sections and annex pages. 

Input images arrive for processing as separate sets of pages. The batch used in the test as a standard 
contains 69 pages (27 documents). Depending on the goals of testing, the color mode and the number 
of images in the batch may vary. At the Recognition stage, they are assembled into documents after the 
document definitions are applied.

Processed documents are received in the shared SMB folder: 

ll extracted data exported as CSV files;

ll images saved as color TIFF files.

The old files and data are automatically cleaned up by a standard procedure at the Application Server: 
batches older than 1 hour, and logs and statistics older than 24 hours are deleted during the cleanup, which 
starts every hour, if the System has sufficient resources.

The server configuration and number of processing CPU cores vary depending on the goals of the testing.

The system is constantly monitored during tests. In addition to the counters (see the System Monitoring and 
Bottleneck Detection), these parameters are also controlled: 

1. The input flow rate in pages/second and pages/24hours. 

2. The System performance in pages/second and pages/24 hours.

3. The average time for processing 1 batch. 

4. The automated cleanup performance in pages/24hours. 
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Each testing setup should run for at least 8 hours at a constant workload. Typical testing periods are:

ll Express testing: 24 hours 

ll Standard testing: 72 hours 

ll Stability testing: 1-2 weeks.

With the verification stage, the workflow is as follows:

Import from a Scanning Station -> Pre-processing -> Recognition -> Verification -> Export -> 
Processed stage.

At the Verification stage, automated clients emulate the verification operators’ job by receiving tasks, saving 
modified documents and forwarding the processed tasks to the next stage. In this case, the following 
parameters are also controlled:

1. The number of verifiers,

2. The time for getting a task and the time to save verification results in seconds — key indicators of how 
easy it is for verification operators to use the System.

Testing results at the ABBYY bench (Medium)

The tests revealed the dependency of System performance on the number of processing CPU cores, with 
processing images scanned in different color modes.

 

Testing setup specifications

All ABBYY FlexiCapture servers are installed on the same computer, which is connected to: 

ll the Database Server via a separate network interface with a bandwidth of 1 Gb/second; 

ll FileStorage via a SCSI interface; 

ll the external LAN via a separate network interface with a bandwidth of 1 Gb/second. 

All workload generators, Processing Stations, and the backend system are in the LAN.
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Machine Role Requirements

ABBYY FlexiCapture 
Servers:
• Application Server
• Processing Server
• Licensing Server

Intel© Xeon© E5620, 2.4 GHz, 

8 physical CPU cores (2 processors with 4 cores each), 

No Hyper Threading

16 GB RAM

2 NICs, 1 Gb/sec each

SCSI interface

Windows© 2008 R2 SP1

Database Server Microsoft© SQL Server© Developer 2012 SP1, or 

Oracle 12c Enterprise Edition

Intel© Core™ i7-2600, 3.40 GHz, 

4 physical CPU cores, 

Hyper Threading: 8 logical cores

16 GB RAM

1 Gb/sec NIC

Windows© 2008 R2 SP1

FileStorage A 11,000 rpm hard disk connected to the Application Server via SCSI interface, 
with:
• Continuous reading at 191 MB/sec, writing at 112 MB/sec
• Random access to a single stream with a 512 KB block size: reading at 79 MB/

sec, writing at 79 MB/sec
• Random access to a single stream with a 4 KB block size: reading at 1.3 MB/sec, 

writing at 1 MB/sec.

The data acquired using CrystalDiskMark 2.2.
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Typical Processing 
Station and workload 
generator

Intel Core i7-2600, 3.4 GHz, 

4 physical CPU cores, 

No Hyper Threading 

8 GB RAM

1 Gb/sec NIC

Windows© 2008 R2 SP1

Backend The shared SMB network folder, where the processing results are exported.

Intel Core i5-2400, 3.1 GHz, 

4 physical CPU cores, 

No Hyper Threading 

4 GB RAM

1 Gb/sec NIC 

Windows© 2008 R2 SP1

Testing results for Huawei FusionCube 6000 (Large)

During tests, the maximum System performance at a maximum workload was measured, when processing 
images are in different color modes, including black-and-white. 
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Testing setup specification

ABBYY FlexiCapture and the Database Server are deployed on a Huawei FusionCube 6000 server.

Huawei FusionCube 6000 contains two 10 Gb/s network cards and 4 nodes XH628 v3. 

 Each node in top configuration consists of:

ll 2 x Intel Xeon E5-2699 v3 processors, 18 cores (36 threads) each;

ll 256 GB DDR4 RAM;

ll Hard Drive arrays from 800 GB PCIe SSD card cache, 2 x 600 GB SAS, and 10 x 4 TB SATA disks.

These nodes host virtual machines that are the FlexiCapture components and perform other roles as 
required for testing:

ll 1 virtual machine with Application Server role; 

ll 1 virtual machine for Database Server; 

ll 1 virtual machine for Processing and Licensing servers; 

ll 10 virtual machines for Processing Station; 

ll 8 virtual machines for load generators to emulate user input; 

ll 1 virtual machine for backend system emulation, where all processing results should be exported.

One network card is used to create a VLAN that provides communication between all virtual machines 
inside FusionCube. Another network card is used to provide connection between each virtual machine and 
FusionStorage that combines all hard drive arrays into two separate storages: one storage is used privately 
for FlexiCapture FileStorage (500/600 MB/s for reading/writing), while the other hosts hard drives of all 
virtual machines (900/700 MB/s for reading/writing).

Thus, each virtual machine has two 2 Gb/s NICs: one to be connected to the VLAN and the other, to the 
FileStorage system.
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Each virtual machine has a number of virtual CPU cores that are in fact represented by threads on Intel Xeon 
E5-2699 v3 processors.

Machine Role Requirements

ABBYY FlexiCapture 
Servers:
• Application Server

1 virtual machine on Huawei 
FusionCube 6000:

12 virtual CPU cores Intel Xeon E5-2699 v3 

24 GB RAM

150 GB hard drive at FusionStorage 
(900/700 MB/s read/write)

2Gb/s NIC to connect to VLAN

2Gb/s NIC to connect to FusionStorage

Windows© 20012 R2

ABBYY FlexiCapture 
Servers:
• Processing Server
• Licensing Server

1 virtual machine on Huawei 
FusionCube 6000:

4 logical CPU cores Intel Xeon E5-2699 v3 

8 GB RAM

100 GB hard disk at FusionStorage (900/700 
MB/s read/write)

2Gb/s NIC to connect to VLAN

2Gb/s NIC to connect to FusionStorage

Windows© 20012 R2
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Database Server MS SQL Server© Developer 2012 
SP1 on a virtual machine on 
Huawei FusionCube 6000: 

12 logical CPU cores Intel Xeon E5-2699 v3 

24 GB RAM

400 GB hard drive at FusionStorage (900/700 
MB/s read/write)

2Gb/s NIC to connect to VLAN

2Gb/s NIC to connect to FusionStorage

Windows© 20012 R2

FileStorage FusionStorage disk array inside  
Huawei FusionCube 6000:

5 TB

500 MB/s read speed 

600 MB/s write speed 

The data acquired using CrystalDiskMark 2.2.

Processing Station 10 virtual machines  
on Huawei FusionCube 6000:

12 logical CPU cores Intel Xeon E5-2699 v3 

36 GB RAM 

100 GB hard drive at FusionStorage (900/700 
MB/s read/write)

2Gb/s NIC to connect to VLAN

2Gb/s NIC to connect to FusionStorage

Windows© 20012 R2

Typical workload 
generator

8 virtual machines  
on Huawei FusionCube 6000:

12 logical CPU cores Intel Xeon E5-2699 v3 

36 GB RAM

100 GB hard drive at FusionStorage (900/700 
MB/s read/write)

2Gb/s NIC to connect to VLAN

2Gb/s NIC to connect to FusionStorage

Windows© 20012 R2

Backend 1 virtual machine  
on Huawei FusionCube 6000:

4 logical CPU cores Intel Xeon E5-2699 v3 

4 GB RAM

1 TB hard drive at FusionStorage (900/700 
MB/s read/write)

2Gb/s NIC to connect to VLAN

2Gb/s NIC to connect to FusionStorage

Windows© 20012 R2

This document contains information and recommendations that are describing the usage and performance 
of ABBYY FlexiCapture 11. There are provided ABBYY best practices for FlexiCapture system architecture 
and performance with testing results. A user can apply this information to decide if the provided information 
fits for the processes needs. 

All the tests were made on ABBYY’s infrastructure and cannot be considered as ultimate experience.  
The performance of the system always depends on a user’s particulars or environmental factors.  
Theise documents can’t be copied without reference to ABBYY’s copyrights.
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